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together the elements of the paintings. Here we could relate the homogeneity of 

the cloth, faces, and hands of the people in the painting to that smoky 

environment. More importantly, is to assert that the simplified style in the 

painting is part of Matisse's approach that manifested in his concept that the 

simple is the best. This concept is arguably is based on an Islamic notion that 

argues that to understand things around us we have to look at them in their 

simplest form. Alternatively, we have to explore their essential characteristics. 

Sambat (1913) translated in Flam (1986) argues that for Matisse to perfect is to 

simplify" Pour Matisse se perfaire se s'implifier"! A final word about The 

Moorish cafe is that Matisse's venture into Islamic art has given him the needed 

moral and technical support to neglect the foundation of impressionism and to 

survive the harsh criticism. This was daring and puzzling and could not be 

achieved without the Islamic art general aesthetics. 

7.6 Trading Colours with concepts: Matisse the Sufi Dervish. 

Sufi Dance, an Islamic miniature 11th century 
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Matisse, The Dance 1910 

It could be true to say that the most attractive aspect of "The Dance 1910" 

(Decorative Panel) is the circular position of the dancers. Though it is one of the 

most popular positions in the history of the dance for many different people, the 

circular position is well connected to Islamic Sufi Dance. In fact, in Sufi dance 
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7.8 On Earth or in Heaven a tempting Paradise is calling us 

Islamic miniature 
The Treasury of Secret, 1658 
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Matisse Le bonheur de vivre (The Joy of life) , 1905 

' In his painting Le Bonheur de Vivre 1905 (See figure above) Matisse is depicting 

a kind of earthy paradise. Beautiful nature, colorful trees, lights, water, flowers, 

and music. People are relaxing away from the worries of every day life hugging, 

kissing dancing and playing music. Beside Le Bonheur de Vivre is the Islamic 

miniature made at Bukhara in 1658 and represents Nizami reads his literary work 

The Treasury of Secrets written 1175 to a prince. According to the setting in the 

miniature, it is a typical Persian literary gathering. It depicts a garden with wine 

and fruits for refreshment with a musician playing music in conjunction of the 

reading of literary texts. There are some suggestions here that Matisse might have 

seen the Islamic miniature before he did Le Bonheur de Vivre . This could be 

justified if we know that Matisse might have seen the miniature in one of his visit 

to Islamic art exhibitions especially those held in 1903 and 1910 in Paris and 

Munich. In the following paragraph, I am trying to justify such suggestions 

relying on similar compositional components as much as a common spiritual aura 

spread by both Matisse's painting and the Islamic miniature. Starting with stylistic 

commonality, both art works show nearly the same circular gathering of the 

people and a distorted attempt to represent depth. It is suggested here that the 

woman who plays music in the first plan is smaller than the reclining women who 
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7.9 The painter's Family: An artistic and perhaps a cultural projection 
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Matisse. Tl1e Painter's Family. 1911 

, 

--
Chess Players: Islamic miniature 131

h century. 

Schneider (1990) argues that Matisse's two paintings The Painter Family191 1 

along with Interior with Eggplants 1911 are two early examples that may 

demonstrate how thoroughly Matisse had mastered the Persian system. Indeed in 

the Painter's Family (see picture above) Matisse reflects typically oriental, Islamic 

and more notably Arabic atmosphere. Except of the standing woman's dress and the 

small statue on the chimney both are two elements that belong to Matisse European 

culture while the rest of whole scene is invaded by decoration. On The floor 

through rugs, and that just local can appreciate its patterns and designs. On the 

heavily decorated sofas that stand in contrast the standard furniture of a French 

family. Decoration as well extended to reach the walls, the chimney and even the 

dress of the seated woman and the dress's collar of the standing woman. The 

Painter's Family of 1911 shows a checkerboard, with eleven squares along the front 

edge but running only seven squares deep. Here is another clue of Matisse's new 

tendency to neglect exactness in favour of the decorative and the expressive. 

Moreover, from now on Matisse would rely on the general ambiance created by his 

paintings. These ambiances would arguably let the viewers to interpret what they 
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7.10 Matisse's Conversation: The Dialogical aesthetics 
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Above is Matisse Conversation 1910 and an Islamic wall painting 161
h century 

On many occasions, Matisse states that he succeeded in justifying his own 

experiment by comparing them with other artistic traditions especially oriental 

traditions. In addition to Islamic art, Matisse has mentioned the Chinese art, the 

Egyptian art, the primitive and the south sea art. Regarding this, point Barnes 

argues: 

"Matisse relies on Japanese and Islamic arts in justifying his treatment of colors as 

much as every element of his paintings.The Persian traces in his pictures are so 

interwoven with those of the other Oriental traditions and with elements contributed 

by Matisse himself' (Barnes, 1933, p.67) 

Conversation is standing as a typical example of such an infusion of own and 

other artistic traditions. Daftari ( 1988) argues that in Conversation Matisse 

introduces the concept of depicting a picture within picture, a tradition that goes 

back to Islamic arts and more notably the Persian arts. In this context, Daftari 

suggests that Matisse might have inspired his painting from a 16th century 

miniature. While I am not arguing against Daftary' s suggestion regarding 
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7.11 Matisse's Mihrab: A combination of Visual pleasure and Semantic Signs. 

An Islamic decorated Mihrab J(Jh century 
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Matisse Collage, 1945 

This is another proof of the extent of Matisse's involvement with Islamic arts. 

Matisse here creates his own Mihrab (the place in the mosque in which the 

Muslim clergy would stand when talking to the mosque's audiences).This is a 

typical example about the process of inspiring the past in order to reform the art 

of the present. In this painting, Matisse has borrowed the Islamic arch to create a 

kind of window. More importantly is Matisse's attempt to modernize a classical 

Islamic pattern by freely spreading his spontaneous arabesque all around the 

window. In this respect, the finely decorated Islamic mihrab would be represented 

in Matisse's style as an easy to do task provided to stay within the holly 

atmosphere reflected by the arc of the window. 

7.12 When The Islamic System is applied: Pleasure is there with and 

without women. 

·~- ~~~~~~~~ 

Islamic tiles 11th century 
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Matisse: Odalisque in Gray culottes 1926 
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become the ultimate target. Some feminists would not accept such percepts 

accusing Matisse of objectifying the female body. Rather, he has used the female 

body as a commodity though the ultimate aim is to produce pure aesthetics 

through a noble mean as much as art. The above argument is not generated to 

discuss this particular issue in favour or against any feminist perspectives . 

. . 

My Painting lAdy with Long Neck (2005) 
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Matisse, Lady with Green Eyes 

Instead, its necessity stems from the notion that Matisse's great achievement 

consists in his relentless attempts to link art to philosophy. Once we read his 

statements, we soon realize that new limitless horizons would be opened; or 

rather, I would say new windows, since Matisse's fascination with windows has 

no parallel. He once said I do not paint things I paint the differences between 

painted and real things. (See fourcade1984, Schneider 1990). 
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The portrait on the left is a painting done by the Lebanese and internationally 

acclaimed artist Amine Elbasha. Elbasha's paintings and concepts about the 

decorative nature of colours are arguably driven from Matisse. Like Matisse, the 

subject matter for him is a field of inquiry through which lights, colours and the 

artist's subjectivity are correlated in creating technical help as much as expressive 

possibilities. Moreover, Elbasha arguably tend to share Matisse his concepts about 

the soothing aspects of paintings. His landscapes are symphonies of lights and 

colours spontaneously jotted down as the artist tries to catch the ever-fleeting 

feelings of the moments. Colours and lights are what matter. Coupling these with 

the maker' s mood, culture, feeling and approaches, painting then would overlap 

the fidelity of depicting the subject matter. Place in this context is becoming like 

an On-the-move process, an entity that is strongly tied to the fleeting aspects of 

time. 

7.16 The Moorish Screen: When Female beauty warms our Perceptions 
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Matisse The Moorish screen 
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Decoration of a mosque wall 

By now, Matisse had his own miniature. He seemed happy reconciling his 

European traditions and the Islamic traditions reflected in the above poetic 

painting The Moorish Screen. Schneider argues that in this phase of his artistic 
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are totally opposed to the European perspectives in paintings. In this landscape. 

Matisse has reversed the process of traditional perspective. Indeed the green hills 

at the far distance close to the sky are darker than the green in the first plan. This 

is lesson one where Matisse is navigating outside his artistic oceans. 

Indeed this technique is borrowed from Islamic miniatures where plans are 

superimposed without any consideration of the colours' tones and the dark and 

light. The Lux, le Joix de Vivre, View on Callioure, and Moroccan landscape are 

typical examples of such a technique. Matisse has always mentioned that using 

such a reverse perspective would extend the expressive quality of the subject 

matter and more importantly would suggest a relief nature that is based on 

inquiry and exploration rather than imitating submissively nature's elements. 

Creating a relief nature that is separated from the real one is arguably the core of 

modernity project. That is we are interactive creatures and our existence cannot be 

separated from our actions. 
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Matisse. The Luxembourg garden 1901 
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Henri Matisse. The Painter's Family. 1911. 

A year after the dance within its decorative economy Matisse did the Painter 

Family. Suddenly, decoration invades every bit of the paintings. It is everywhere 

on the wa1ls on the chimney on the sofas on the dresses and finally on the floor 

with a heavily decorated rug. As argued in this study perhaps Matisse decorative 

'explosion" would happen every then and while upon the availability of Islamic 

miniatures to him in Europe. In fact. between 1910 the date of the Great Islamic 

art exhibition and 1911 Matisse has arguably reflected clear evidences that have 

thoroughly mastered the Islamic miniatures lesson. 
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Henri Matisse. The Sadness of King, 1950. 

This cut out painting is done 2 years before Matisse's death. However, Decorative 

motifs borrowed from Islamic still dominate his art. Such a tendency has 

arguably lead Matisse to an abstract style through which nature is reduced to its 

basic decorative elements. 
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Henri Matisse Nude: Perhaps Matisse's great achievement consists in his 

relentless attempt to understand nature in terms of the language that may represent 

it. Then a female body should be reduced to its basic decorative lines so that 

curves, dots, and all other arabesque characters are there to suggest, evoke and 

beautify. In the above etching, decorative element at the background cannot be 

separated from the lines that make the female body. In Islamic art. everything is 

always decorative since we always seek harmony between the self and the 

different shapes that surround us. In this, we do not need to tell stories; instead, 

we need to mention the subject matter leaving to the viewers to redress the 

simplified nature with their needs. This should be as simple as possible otherwise; 

we are trying to influence the viewers' percepts. A fact that may contradict our 

intention. That is to produce a visual text that may provoke the viewer's mind and 

taste. 
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